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FOLIATION PRESERVING LIE GROUP ACTIONS

AND CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES

HARUO SUZUKI1

Abstract. Let ?Fbe a codimension k foliation of a manifold M and 'S a sub foliation

of 'S with codimension q. Let a Lie group G of dimension k act on M transversally

locally freely to iFand preserving 'S. Let S' be the foliation determined by it and the

C-action. Then we have the following relations between exotic classes of ÍFand 'S':

<*íf([c/<v]) = a9([c,Cj]) for /"= (/„...,/\), 7 = (7i,...,v/I), 1 </,,'//<?- ¿,and

a9([crCj]) = 0 otherwise.

1. Introduction. Let T(£) denote the set of C^-sections of a vector bundle £. Let $F

be a C°°-foliation of a manifold A/. We denote by F the subbundle of the tangent

bundle T(M), which is determined by S\ It is said that a tangent vector field

Y E T(T(M))preserves 'fif for each Z E T(F) we have [7, Z] E T(F). A fc-frame

field {Xx,...,Xk] C T(F(Ai)) is called transverse to F, if the span of Xx,...,Xk at

each point has 0 intersection with F.

We say that vector fields Xx,...,Xk form a Lie algebra mod1?, if there exists

C°°-functions eít¡ and vector fields Y~y E T(F), /,/, / = l,...,k, such that

[*„*,] = 2<^+^7-/=i

Let £, be the trivial line bundle determined by X¡. If Xx,...,Xk form a Lie algebra

mod ÍFand each X¡ preserves ÍF, then the subbundle

k

f"= 0¿,®7C T(M)
(=i

is integrable and defines an extended foliation ÍF' of A/. Let ^be a C°°-foliation of

M and F C T( M) the subbundle determined by f. If F is a subbundle of F, then #

is called a subfoliation of f which is denoted by 5" C Sr.

Let a^: 7i*( WO,) -> H*(M; R) be the map which defines the exotic classes of a

foliation <5r of codimension q [B]. We assume all manifolds are paracompact

Hausdorff C°°-manifolds without boundary, and all maps and bundles are of class

C00.
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Theorem. Let f and § be Cx'-foliations of a manifold M such that fcf,

codimSr= q and codim9r= k. Let {Xx,...,Xk} be a k-frame field transverse to §\

Suppose that each X¡ preserves f and Xx,...,Xk form a Lie algebra mod f. Let 'S' be a

foliation determined by {Xx,...,Xk} and the subbundle F corresponding to f. Then we

have

«ï([cjCj]) = oter([crCj]),     I=(ix,...,ix), J= (/,,...,/J,l <iy,j,<q-k,

and a$([crCj]) = 0 otherwise.

This result is motivated by the theorem of Lazarov and Shulman [LS]. In §2, we

prove our theorem. §3 is devoted to show examples from lift foliations on principal

bundles over foliated manifolds.

The author wishes to thank the referee for his advice.

2. Proof of the theorem. We denote the transverse (i.e., normal) vector bundles of

the foliations fand f by ¥($) and V(zf') respectively. Since F is a subbundle of F

and M is paracompact Hausdorff, one can find a subbundle V C F such that

F = F © V. {Xx,...,Xk) is a fc-frame field transverse to the codimension k fohation

fand therefore we have

r(M)=®Sj©7©F.
i = i

By the definition of transverse vector bundles of foliations, one obtains obviously

V(lJ') = T(M)/F' = V. Let p: T(M) -* V denote the natural projection map. We

set simply V - K(f ) and it follows that V 9 ®*=, £( © V.

Let V be any Bott connection for f on V and V' the trivial connection with

respect to the global /c-frame field {Xx,...,Xk} on the trivial bundle ©*_, ¿,: For

any vector field X E T(T(M)),

Vx(X,) = 0,       i=l,...,k.

We define a connection V on F by the Whitney sum

(1) V = V©V.

Since ©*=, £, © F is a subbundle of T(M), any section s E T(V) can be regarded as

an element of r(©*=1 £,. © V) C T(T(M)). Let p: T(M) ^V= T(M)/F be the

natural projection map. For any vector field X E T(F), we have [X, X¡] E T(F)

and hence

Vx(Xt) = Q = p([X,Xi}),       r=l,...,*.

Since any section s' E r(©*=1£,) is of the form s' = 2k=xßjXi where /}, is a

C°°-function on M for i: — 1,... ,k, we obtain

(2) V^')-v;(5') = p([A',i']).

For any section s ET(V) and any vector field X E T(F), we get

Vy(í)= Vr(i) =£([*,.?]).
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On the other hand, F — F® VE T(M) is integrable and hence the ¿¿-component of

the vector field [X, s] at each point is 0. Therefore, for any vector field X E T(F'),

one obtains p([X, s]) = p([X, s]), which means

(3) Vx(s)=p([X,s]).

Since any section s E r(©*=. £ © V) splits uniquely into the sum

k

5'ETl 0|,|    and   sET(V),s = s

by the formulas (1), (2) and (3), we have, for any vector field X E T(F),

Vx(s) = p([X,s']) + p([X,s~])

= p([X,s' + s]) = p([X,s]).

Therefore V is a Bott connection for fon F s  © * , £( © V.

Let {sx,... ,sq_k} be a local (q — fc)-frame section of V and we set \¿[,..'. ,sq) =

{sx,...,sq_k, Xx,...,Xk), which is a local qr-frame section of V. Let 9i}, 1 «¿ï,

/ *£ q — k, be the connection forms of V with respect to (ix). Then the connection

forms Ojj, 1 *£ /',/ < q, of V with respect to {s^} are given by the equations

eu = êLJ,      1 < /,/ < q - k,

e,j -0,       i> q- k   or   / > q - k.

In the matrix notation, we have 0 = [e0 $], where 6 = (Bu), 1 < /', / < q — k, and

6 - (0,.,), 1 < /,/ < q.
Let Ù = (8(- •) and ß = (ß,y) denote matrices of local curvature forms of V and

V respectively. By the above equation on 9 and 6, one obtains ñ = [" q]. Let

P(GL(m; R)) denote the vector space of adjoint invariant homogeneous polynomials

of degree/ on the Lie algebra Ql(m; R). We identify elements of IJ(GL(q — k; R))

with those of IJ(GL(q; R)) by the natural inclusion map Ij(GL(q — k; R)) C

7-'(GL(g;R)). Let cy E P(G\j(q;VL)) be Chern polynomials. (See, e.g., [B] or [C].)

Cj(Û) does have meaning for/ < q — k and we get

CjW = Cj(Û),     \<J<9-%

Cj(Q) - 0, j>q~k.

We fix a Riemannianconnection v°onFand then the connection v° = V' © Vo

on V = ©,*=, |, © F is also a Riemannian connection. Let 0° = (6°) be the matrix

of local connection forms of Vo with respect to (fx). Then the matrix 6° of local

connection forms of Vo with respect to {s^} is given by 0° = [* %]■ We form the

connection

V* = /V +(1 -f)v°        (iER)

on the vector bundle KXR-»MXR. The matrix of connection forms of V * is

6* = td + (I — t)6°. We denote its curvature matrix by ß*. Similarly one obtains
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V *, 6* and ß* on the vector bundle KXR-^MXR and we have, for the Chern

polynomials cy E IJ(GL(q; R)),

Cj(Q*) = Cj(Û*),     Kj<q-k,

e,(0*) = 0, j>q-k,

by the same reason with (4). Then by the definition of exotic class of foliation in [B],

we have easily

ait([c/C,]) = 0Lef.([c,Cj])    for 1 « iy,7M <q-k,

and a?([c,Cj]) = 0 otherwise, which proves our theorem.

Remark. The Roussarie foliation (see, e.g., [B]) shows that, given fand Xx,...,Xk,

in general, v' © V is not a Bott connection and is not even 7(> ^)-homotopic to it

in the sense of [L]. The existence of f makes v' © V a Bott connection.

3. Examples. Let N be a manifold and f^ a C°°-foliation of codimension q on N.

We denote by FN the subbundle of T(N) which is determined by f^. Let G be a Lie

group, G0 C G a discrete subgroup and it: E -> N a principal G-bundle, the structure

group of which has G0-reduction. Then there exists a homomorphism h of the

fundamental group ttx(N) to G0. Therefore irx(N) acts on G by the left multiplica-

tion via h and at the same time it acts on the universal covering manifold A' of N by

covering transformation. It is well known that E ¡s N Xw(N)G. Since the diagonal

action of trx(N) on N XG preserves the foliation {N X{g)}gec, it gives rise to a

codimension k = dim G foliation f of E. Obviously f is_ invariant under the right

action of G. Moreover f^ determines a foliation fN = {£} of codimension q of N,

which is preserved by the covering transformation of ttx(N). Hence the diagonal

action of ttx(N) on N X G preserves the foliation (£ X {g}}e.e%f/tg<=G °f codimension

q + dim G. Therefore one obtains a codimension q + dim G foliation f of E. f is

also invariant under the right action of G. Since F— F(f ) is a subbundle of

F= F(f ), we have f C f.

In our theorem, we take E for Af and, at each point of E, take images of the basis

vectors of the Lie algebra © of G under the right action of G, for Xx,...,Xk,

k = dim ©. The /c-frame field (A",,... .A^} is obviously transverse to fand each X„

i = l,...,k, preserves fand f, because fand fare invariant under the right action

of G. Moreover we have codim f = dim G = k. Therefore it follows from our

theorem that

[ 0 otherwise,

where f is the extended foliation of f by Xx,...,Xk. Since m is a projection, it is

transverse to f^. Let 7r*(fAr) denote the pullback of f^ by m and trt denote the

differential map of tt. Then we have ir*(fv) = f'. For a Bott connection and a

Riemannian connection in the definition of a^([crCj]), one can take pullbacks by w

of those in the definition of a^([c{Cj]). Therefore we have
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and hence

«Ae.cA) = \"*a%{[£rCj])   forl</W^'

[O otherwise.

In particular, if <% ([crCj]) — 0 then one obtains aç([c,Cj]) = 0. Taking the one leaf

foliation of N for f^, obviously one gets f = fand a%([cfCj]) — 0.

Let /, g be orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of Sx such that f ° g — g ° f.

We denote the group of integers by Z and define an action of Z © Z without fixed

points on V=R2 X Sx by

/(x,,x2,0) = (x, + l,x2,/(0)),

g(xx,x2,0) = (x,,x2+ l,g(6)).

The codimension 1 foliation of V given by 6 = const, induces a codimension 1

foliation f r3 of the quotient manifold F/(Z © Z) s T (3 dimensional torus). M. R.

Herman [H] has shown that the Godbilion-Vey class of fr3 is 0:

®ve»T,) = a^([crCj})=0.

We set G0 = {[ ±¿ ?]} = Z2 (the group of integers mod 2). Then G0 is a subgroup of

G = GL(2, R). A nontrivial representation Z®Z->G0sZ2 defines a left action of

Z © Z on GL(2, R). Then one obtains a principal G-bundle

v*ï<szG = E -> T3 =N,

the structure group of which has G0 = Z2 reduction. The 2 dimensional foliation fr3

gives rise to the 2 dimensional foliation f of FXzezG stated in the beginning of

this section. By our theorem, we obtain ©„(f ) = 0.
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